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Chapter I

THEORETÏ CAL

1.r I NTRODUCTI ON

When small quantities of transition metals or rare earths

are dissolved in nonmetallic hosts, they often assume

def inite ionic valence states. In such instances,

well-defined magnetic moments can be associated with these

impurities. When metallic hosts are used, the presence of a

broad conduction band tends to delocalize the impurity

electrons and thereby destroy any atomic moment. Thus,

d-sheIl or f-sheIl impurity electrons tend to possess a dual

nature, being responsible for the observed magnetic moments

(being localized) and participating to some degree in the

conduction process of the sampJ.e. Describing a dilute aIloy

system therefore requi res one to determine which

characteristic is dominant. Is there Iocal moment formation

and if so, to what extent? À number of models have been

formulated which attempt to describe such dilute impurity

systems.

-1



1? FRIEDEL MODEL

One model r¡hich attempts to explain the formation of

magnetic moments in dil-ute alloys was put forward by
r.2

Friedel-. ' This model considers a transition impurity

possessing a single, orbitally nondegenerate, atomic d-state

dissol-ved in a noble metal host; the unperturbed energy of

this d-state is assumed to 1ie within the conduction band of

the host. Àn s-d covalent admixture interaction, V, between

the localized d-state and the conduction electron s-states

is a direct consequence of this overlap. This interaction
wiIl induce transitions between the two. Because of this,
the localized state of the impurity shifts in energy from

its unperturbed value and acguires a finite energy width. A

virtual bound state is said to have formed. Such an

orbitally nondegenerate virtual d-state can accommodate a

maximum of one electron per spin orientation (see figure 1

and 2).

If the intra-atomic interactions between the localized

d-electrons are neglected, the virtual bound states for both

spin orientations will have the same energy. However,

because electrons in virtual leve1s can be almost as

Iocalized as those in an isolated atom, such forces play an

important role and must not be overlooked. Thus, exchange

and correlation effects, which are of importance in atomic

d-levels, must also be of significance in virtual d,-leveIs.

These effects split the virtual bound state into two
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Figure 1: The unperturbed localized d-state of the impurity
embedded in a free-electron conduction band.
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substates of di f fering energy,

result, the spin up and spin down

unequaL numbers of eLectrons up to

words, a magnetic moment is formed

5

one for each spin. Às a

virtual states accommodate

the Fermi leve]. In other
(see figure 3).

1.3 ÀNDERSON MODEL

Ànother modeL used to describe

that developed by Anderson. The

ideas of Friedel, putting them on

The Hamiltonian for the system is

dilute impurity systems is
Ànderson model3utilizes the

a more quantitative basis.
given by

H = HcoND * 
"r*, 

* Hkd

"CO*O 
ir the unperturbed conduction electron Hamiltonian.

Ð
kø

€- c* ck kø ko

the free-electron

LI"coND -

where c. is the energy of
k

wavevector k and .Lo , "k o ur. the creation,
operators for the state with wavevector k and

describes the isolated impurity atom, âssumed

by a single nondegenerate d-sheIl orbital.

HIMP = to(nd**nd-) *unu*nu-

state with

annihilation
spin ø . Ht¡¡p

representable
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substates of differing energy due to exchange and
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EO being the energy

irnpurity atom, U being a Coulomb correl-ation integral and

n ., the number of spin up(+) and spin down(-) localizeddt
d-electrons. The term Und*nd_ represents the repuls ion

between d-impurity eLectrons of opposite spins; it describes

the tendency towards the formation of a magnetic moment on

the impurity site by reducing the probability of double

occupancy of the orbital. À d-state containing two electrons
(of opposite spin) wi11, because of this Coulomb repulsion,
possess a higher energy (the difference being EO*U) than if
it were only singly occupied (see figure 4). The term HUO

in the Hamiltonian allows for the mixing of conduction and

impurity electrons. It tends to delocal- ize the d-etectrons

and to destroy impurity maqnetisn, acLing in a

opposite to Hrrn.

7

of the i solated d-orbi ta1 of the

fashion

The

Lr - t 1' ,(c* c- +ct c )"kd - f" kd'"kø"dø'"do-ko'

where V, . is the covalent admixture matrix element between,(d

the d-state and the conduction elecLron states and "åo , .do

are the creation, annihilation operators for a d-state
electron of spin ø. When the Hamiltonian is solved, it is
found that the effect of this s-d mixing term is to shift
and broaden the sharp spin up and spin down impurity energy

levels into virtual bound states (see figure 5).

energies of lhe virtual states are given by
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width of these states is given by

A = rrhJ'N(e)

where H( e ) is the density of states with energy e in the

conduction band of the host.

The occupation numbers of the spin up and spin dov¡n

virtual bound states are found to be

d+

d-

-1 -1.7t cot ( Eo-E F*U.

-1 -1.7t cot ( Eo-E F*U.

n . >/L)
o-

n .. >/a)
Õ+

where Ef is the Fermi level energy. This system of two

coupled self-consistent equations may have one or two

solutions, d"p:nding on the relative values of the

parameters EO-E', U and A If the system has a single
solut i on ,

nonmagnetic. When two symmetrical solutions exist, < nd* t

* < nd_ t, the impurity will be magnetic.

A "Magnetic Behavior" phase diagram can be obtained by

plott ing

figure 6. For given values of the Coulomb integral, U, and

the d-state energy relative to the Fermi energy, Eg-Ep,

there is a critical value of level width Aa which separates

the magnetic and nonmagnetic behavior of the system. If A is
greater than Aa, the impurity will- be nonmagnetic. On the

other hand, a A less than Aa means the impurity will be

magnetic. f^lhen A/U becomes very small, the spin up and spin
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down electrons

interact ion so

local leveI.

moment. This

diagram.

become strongly

as to avoid the

This leads to
magnetic behavior

T2

cor related v ia the Coul-omb

simultaneous occupancy of the

the formation of a magnetic

is illustrated in the phase

L.4 HIRST MODEL

In the Friedel and Anderson models, the Coulomb

interaction and other intra-ionic correlations between the

IocaI impurity electrons are treated as weak perturbations.

They tend to overemphasize the itinerant aspects of local

moment formation. An alternative model for dilute aIloys,

one which corrects for thi s shortcoming, i s the

configuration-based approach (sometimes referred to as the
â.

Hirst model ) .^ In this description, the unperturbed 3d and

4f. impuritl' states are assumed to be convenLional ionic

many-el-ectron states corresponding to well def ined

configurations 3dn and 4fn. These states will rarely ever be

wiped out, in most instances being only perturbed, by

interactions with conduction electrons. The central feature

of this model is, therefore, the integral occupation of the

impurity's 3d or 4f valence shelI; such a characteristic is

assr¡med to be the result of intra-ionic Hund's rule

correlat ions.
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a Hamiltonian given by
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magnetic impurity

H lO¡, describes the

the impur i ty s i te .

H = HroN + Hcotgo * H t"tIx

locaLized intra-atomic interactions

HloN = -Vn + [Un(n-I) /2] + HIXTRA

where n is an operator for the toLal number of 3d or 4f.

electrons, V is the nucrear potential energy at the impurity
site and U is the 3d-3d or 4f.-4f Coulomb interaction. HtNtRA

is the intraconfigurationar spritting energies (they are

responsibre for the formation of r-s multiplets and

spin-orbit revers etc.). 
"ro* 

describes a tendency towards

the formation of ionic many-electron states beronging to
definite configurations 3dn and 4fn . HcoNÐ represenLs the

energy of the noninteracting conduction eLectrons of the

host.

"co*o = 
o? 

.ruî o^ ko

where ak is the energy of a conduction erectron with
wavevector k, spin ø and creation, annihilation operators

u|o, uko. 
"rrX 

i" a one-electron mixing interaction between

localized impurity states and the conduction electron
states. It tends to break up the many-erectron states of

definite configurations, mixing the impurity erectrons into
the conduction band.
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H¡¿rx = vMrx 
ä",uîro.1o*"îo 

unro)

, c, _ being the creation, annihiLatíon operators for the,IO

or 4f. el-ectrons of angular momentum I and spin ø.

Describing the impurity system basicall-y becomes a

problem of determining which tendency, HION or HMIX , is

dominant. A measure of the mixing strength is given by the

quant i ty

A = zr Itn¿rx l2Htnr)

where N(EF) is the density of conduction electron states at

the Fermi level. An estimate of the strength of 
"rO* 

i=

given by the Coulomb energy U. When U is greater than A, the

impurities are potentially magnetic.

Figure 7 shows the Hirst energy Level diagram for the

case where mixing interactions are ignored. The energies

E(n) of the various configurations, ñ, falt on a parabola

(when intraconfigurational splittings, shown schematically,

are ignored). Do is the stable configuration. nmin is given

by the equation

n mi n = (v /u) + (I/2)

If the impurity is initially in the state tro , the minimum

excitation energy needed to reach the no-1 configuration is

obtained when,a 3d electron is transferred to the conduction

band at the Fermi energy. This is given by

tr*a = [ E(no-I)*e,' ] - e(no)
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Thewhere E(no )

minimum energy

i s the energy of the con f i qura t i on n ^

needed to add a 3d el-ectron is

"å*a= 
E(no+1) - [ n(no)+nu J

If. ño is to be the stable configuration

must be positive. The configuration

energy depends on nmin and hence v/u.
potential V is decreased, nmin shifts
becomes the stable configuration.

The effect of the interaction between the localized

impurity eLectrons and the conduction efectrons is to

transfer the former from the impurity 3d-shelI to the

conduction band and back. If the impurity is initially in

the stable configuration, flo, then (to first order) mixing

can only occur if the ion is excited from the ground state

E(no) to the next higher state, either E(no*I) or E(no-I).
Such a transition can take place only if the mixing strength

is larger than the excitation energy EexC ot 
"Ë*a. 

If this
condition does not ho1d, the impurity remains in the stable

configuration Do On the other hand, if the impurity is
initially in an unstable configuration Do -1, it wiIl
spontaneously absorb a conduction electron via the mixing

interaction; in doing so, the system returns to its stable

configuration no. Thus, in the presence of a finite mixing

strength 
^ 

, the condit ion that the interconf igurat ion

excitation energies tr"a and tË*a be positive is not

, both 
"å*. 

and E[*.
oo w i th the l-owest

Thus, if the binding

to the left and no-I
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sufficient
T7

ensure a particular configuration flo be

stable. Eexc .nd 
"J*a 

must arso be J-arger than A. $rhen this
holds, mixing transitions are suppressed by energy

conservation requirements. when a more detailed calculation
is carried out, the condition for configurational stabirity
in the presence of a finite mixing becomes

Eexc>4, with Enxc= { tefr*.t-i. tu"*al-t}-t

Figure 8 is a plot of this
binding potential V and the

curve represents A = EEXC.

below A. EexC.

À A value of zero represents the case of an isorated
impurity; in such an instance, each configuration n is
stable over a region of V given by n-l S V/U < n. For a

f inite a, the conf iguration stabirity condition (u"*a > a)
is most easily saLisfied for a varue of v rying at the
middre of the stability range of the isorated impurity (ie.
for a configuration n, when v/ü=n- 0.5). when the ratio of
Y/u approaches an interger value, the maximum allowed A goes

to zero. In the interior parts of the stable-configuration
phase (denoted by sc ) the behavior of the impurity
approaches that of an isorated ion. Thus, the stabilization
of a singre configuration is the necessary condition for
local-moment formation at an impurity site. outside the sc

region, nonmagnetic behavior results.

to

equation in the plane of the

mixing strength A. The solid
Above the curve, At EeXC while
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Configurational stability phase diagram for an impurity atom. Regions label-1ed
with SC represent areas of stable configurations. ICF and VBS denote regions of
interconfiguration fluctuations and virtual bound sÈate spin fluctuations,
respect ive1y. 
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1.5 THE S-D MODEL

when dil-ute arroys reside in the strongly magnetic region
of the Ànderson model, ÍJ/L >> l, or in the interior of a

stable-conf igurat ion phase of the Hirst mode1, their
impurity atoms can be assumed to possess werl defined
magnetic moments. when such is the case, the s-d model5.an

be utilized in interpreting the experimentat data obtained
from measurements of their erectrj.c and magnetic properties.
This moder assigns the impurity a spin s which interacts
r+ith the conduction el-ectron spins s through an exchange

interaction given by

Hsd = -JS.s

v¡here J is the exchange coupling constanl. such an exchange

coupling can be shown to evorve directly out of the Anderson

model using the Schrieffer-WoIff transformation.
Besides shifting and broadening the impurity energy

levers, this s-d mixing interaction also shifts the energies
of the free erectron states in the conduction band. For

magnetic impurities, the virtuar revel for one spin
orientation, say the spin up, is berow the Fermi revel and

firled, whire the spin down virtuar level is above the Fermi

Level and empty. Because of this, the energy shift for spin
up conduction erectrons at the Fermi surface will be

positive whire that for spin down conduction erectrons at
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the Fermi surface wirl be negative. Hence, the effect of the
interaction is to raise the Fermi rever for spin up

conduction electrons and rower the Fermi 1ever for their
spin down counterparts. spin up conduction electrons will
then flow into spin down states so as to equarize the Fermi

revers. This resurts in a conduction erectron spin
polarization which is antiparallel to the impurity spin. The

alloy behaves as though an antiferromagnetic exchange

coupling existed between the impurity spin and the

conduction el-ectron spins. In this case, J wirr be negative.
If one starts with the Anderson Hamiltonian and uses the
schrieffer-worff transformation to arrive at an effective
exchange interaction, J wirl necessarily turn out to be

negative. However, coupling constants greater than zero do

exist in nature. For J positive, the conduction electron
spin polarization will be paralrer to the impurity spin. A

ferromagnetic coupling is said to exist.

1.6 ÀNOMALOUS RESISTIVITY IN PT-MN

The anomalous behavior in the resistivity found in dirute
Pt-Mn alroys can be explained in terms of an s-d exchânge

interaction between current carrying s-conduction erectrons
of the platinum host and d-erectron induced spins rocarized
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at the manganese impurity sites. This perturbing interaction
must be treated in second order to be consistant with
experimental results.

In Yosida's formuration6of this s-d interaction induced

anomalous resistivity, the perturbing potentiar consisted of

both a spin dependant and spin independant part. The forrner

is a direct resurt of an exchange interaction whire the

latter origionates from an ordinary screened coulomb

potential around the manganese ions, assumed to be in an
¿+Mn" state. Effects due to lattice vibrations are neglected.

The Hamiltonian describing the interaction between

conduction electrons and impurity ions is given by

H = 
å 

v(ri -R n)-2 Ì 
r,ri -Rn) (si.sn)

where ri and Rn represent the position vector of the

conduction erectron and the Ì"In ion respectivery. v(rr-Rn) is
the deviation from the spin-independant periodic potential
due to the Mn impurity. J(ri-Rn) ís the effective exchange

integrar between the conduction electron with spin operator
si and the Mn ion with spin operator Sn.

In the second guantized form, this Hamil-tonian becomes

-]-s-H = N ¿V(
_kk'

-ñtÐ .l r
kk'*[ (uil,

)expli(k-k')'Rnl
)expli(k-k')'Rnl
-afr, _ a 

o_ 
)sf *a;, 

_

( a[ 
' *a k**uil, -u k-)

un*tå+a[, *ak-s; ]

k, k'

k, k'

a+k+
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where c,r, I and É denote the coordinate axes, the latter
being the quan tization axis of spins. ant is def ined as

being equal to sit isl. The quantities uî= und "k* ur. rhe

creation and annihilation operators for the conduction

electrons with wavevector k and spin paralle1 or

antiparallel to the f axis. N is the total number of lattice
points while V(k,k') and J(k,k') are related to the matrix

elernents of V(ri-Rn ) and J(ri-Rn) between the two states

with wavevectors k and k' as follows

v(k,k')

J(k,k')

= Nexpt-i (k-k, ).R": J$;,t

= Nexpt-i (k-k' ).Rn:/0;,tr).r(r-Rn)Ön {r)ar

r)v(r-Rn)þo{r)ar

ó. being the v¡avefunction of the conduction electron.'k
A number of assumptions are made in deriving an

expression for the resistivity from this perturbing
potential:

1. The conduction electron energy can be represented by
)(hk)- /Zu where M is an ef fective mass.

2. v( k, k' ) and J ( k, k' ) depend on ln-t'l only.
3. The distribution of Mn impurities is random with no

interference of the scattered wave from different
ions.

An applied eLectric field C in a direction x results in

the deviation of the. distribution functions tt(n. ) of the
l(

conduction erectrons with + and - spins from their common

zero field value fo(Ek). These functions can be expressed as

a Taylor series
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+

f-(Ek) = fo(Ek)-k (Ek) [ òfo(nn)/òeo J

v¡here k* is the component of the electron wavevector in the

X direction. The I signs represent the spin direction of the

conduction el-ectrons whil-e the quantities $t{e,-) are yet to'l(
be determined. The resulting shift in the Fermi sphere by

the electric fierd gives rise to an erectric current density

+
dó-

xl

+ñ+j== nqv = -(r/v)I{nn"/u) tr-(eo)-fo(Eo) Je

where V is the total volume, n is the

per unit volume and v is their velocity.
+of f-(E,_), the current density expression

l(

- (e/6o2) e/n) (zu/n'i"r'!'

v¡here UU is the Fermi energy. The total_ sample current
density rs given by the sum of the current density due to up

spin electrons and that due to down spin electrons. From

Ohm's Law, the expression f or resistivity becornes

þ = € / j** j- = - (e r'/u) (n/;/l 6,2/2Mf/'{ 0*(rr) +Q -(nu) 
} 
-1

+- (n-) are determined using the Boltzmant'
+

distribution functions f-(E. ) .
k

+

J_

number of el-ectrons

Upon substitution
becomes

+
ó-tn-l 6' t'

The functions Q

equation for the
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r.7 THE BOLTZMÀN EQUÀTI ON

If a relaxation-time approximation is utilized, one can

construct an explicit representation of the nonequilibrium

distribution functions tt{nn) in terms of the solutions to

the semiclassical equations of motion. Such an approximation

assumes that the form of the nonequilibrium electronic

distribution function has no effect on either the rate at

lrhich a given electron exper iences col1i sions or on the

distribution of electrons emerging from collisions.

Unfortunately, when the situation is studied in detail,

these simplifying assumptions prove to be incorrect. Because

the PauIi exclusion principle allows an electron to be

scattered only into empty electronic leveJ.s, the rate at

which an electron collides depends on the distribution of

the other electrons. The distribution of the electrons that

emerge f rom coll i sions also depends on the electronic

distribution functions; this is due to the fact that the net

output from collisions depends on the form of the input,

which is determined by the electron distribution functions.

When the relaxation-time approximation is abandoned,

construction of an explicit representation of the

noneguilibrium distribution function is no Ionger possible.

one can, however, arrive at an expression for rt(n, ) from
7R

its value an infinitesima] time dt earlier. The derivation

begins by ignoring the possibitity of collisions taking
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place between t-dt and L, correcting for this omission

later. Consider up spin electrons onIy. With no collisions
occurring during this time span, the position r and

wavevector k coordinates of every electron would evoLve

according to the semiclassical equations of motion

ñi = -e(6+vxU,/c) = f'(r,k)f- v(k)

where H is the magnetic field and F(r,k) represents the

total force acting on the electron. Because dt is
infinitesimal, it is possible to find explicit solutions of

these equations to linear order in dt; an electron at r,k at

t ime t must have been at r-v ( k ) dt , k-Fdt/R, at t ime t-dt .

Without colLisions, this is the only point electrons at F,k

could have come from, every electron at this point being

assured of reaching r,k in a time dt. Thus

f (r,k,t) = f (r-v(k),k-Fdt/h,t-dt)

f(r,k,t) being the electron distribution function. When

correcting for coll-isions, one must realize that the right
hand side of this equation is inaccurate for two reasons.

Firstly, it ignores the fact that some electrons from

r-vdt,k-Fdt/h are deflected by collisions and don't reach

r,k in the time dt. Secondly, it fails to take into account

the possibility of electrons reaching r,k at a time t as a

result of a collision between t-dt and t. Adding correction
terms
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f (r,k,t) =

IT

f(r-v(k)dt
+[òt(r,k,t
+[òf(r,k,t

, k-Fdt/h, t-dt )
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COLLI SIONLESS EVOLUTION

[òf(r,k,t),/òtJOU'is a quantity defined such that the number

of electrons per un i t volume wi th wavevectors in the

infinitesimal volume element dk about k that suffer a

collision in the infinitesimal time interval dt is

),/òt Jourdt coRREcrIoN: 
i8Ëlur[otå.t".3:Trii3i3

) /òtJ, *dt 
GoRRECTIoN: 

33Ë^'ur3"ä. äå,l?r,3il3'

- tòr(r,k,r)/òrlourtdkdr/ (zñ3 l III

Because of the infinitesimal nature of dk, any collisions by

an electron in this volume element will remove it from the

volume element. Thus, expression IIi can be defined as the

number of electrons scattered out of the volume element dk

about k in the time interval dt.
Let dtlT(k) be, by definition, the probability that any

el-ectron in the neighborhood of k be scattered in the t ime

interval dt. Then, the total number of electrons per unit
volume in dk about k that suffer a collision will be dt/f(k)
times the number of electrons per unit volume in dk about k.

In otherwords,

latlt(k) I f (r,k,t)dk/(zr)3

Compar ing thi s wi th I I I ,

[òf (r,k,t)/òtìou, = - f (r,k,t)rzt(k) ÏV
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The scattering probabiJ-ity of an electron is written in

terms of a quantity Wkk,, defined as follovrs: The probability

in an infinitesimal time interval dt that an electron with

wavevector k is scattered into anyone of the group leve1s

(with the same spin) contained in the infinitesimal k-space

volume element dk' about k' (assuming that these leveIs are

all unoccupied) is

3w drdk'/(2r)'
kk'

transition must be reduced by theThe actual rate of

One arrives at

s imi 1a r manne r .

fraction of these leveIs that actually are unoccupied

(transitions to occupied leveIs are forbidden by the

exclusion principle). This fraction is 1-f (r,k',t). Summing

over aII finaL wavevectors k', one arrives at the total
probability per unit time for a collision

r/r(Ð = l rcn' /(zr)'1ry, .tl-f (r,k,,r)l
kk'

Substituting this into IV

[òr(r,k,r)/òt]our = - f(r,k,r)

an expression

! rco' / (zr¡' ,Ln,[ 1-r ( r, k'

for [òf (r,k,t)/ òtJr*

,t)l

in

[òr(r,k,r)/òtJr* =T

hand

mit a

')
lau' 7(zr)' lw f (r,k',t) [r-f (r,k,t) J

kk'

side of II to linear order in dt and

s dt-> 0, one arrives at the Boltzman'

Expanding the left
Lhen taking the li
equat i on
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(E /Y1) t òf ( r , k, r ) /òk l

[ òr ( r, k, r )/òr ] coLL

Assuming [òf(r,k,t)/ òt] and [òt(r,k,t)/ðr] are zeto in the

steady state, the above BoLtzman equation becomes

+

G /n) ( òf /òk )

Substituting F = eCand k -
the negative sign,

( òf /òn k) 
(ñkx,/M) e C *

E is the sample voltage, in

direction. Because the first
effect of collisions, f can be

the absence of col-lisions. The

up and spin down eleclrons, can

[òfo (Ek)/òEk] (hkx,/M)e 0 +

- ( òrlò. ).o", = Q

^ r/2(2ue 
n/E¿ ) , as well as absorbing

( òrlòt ).o", - o

this case applied in the X

term does not involve the

replaced by fo, its vaLue in

Bol-tzman equat ions , f or spin

be written as

+tòr-(nn)/òtl.o", = Q

1.8 DETERMINATION OF

+
t òf - (E )/ òtlao", is the rate of change of thek*

distribution functions f-(Ek) due to the collisions with Mn

ions. This term contains both an elastic and inelastic part.
The former origionates from the scattering process in which

the electron spin is not reversed and is given by

,+ô (n. )+ -k
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vrhere w ( k;'

ki state to

is given by

each Mn ion.

) tr-r 
j(x) 

l-rt(n) tt-r1(k, ) l
++++

= f-(k' )-f-(k' )f -(k)-f -(k
++

= f -(k')-f -(k)

= f ,",,(E )-L-'-Cotte ) [òt^(nv k' X ¡; - - k'
-f o(enl*\c0=,rn) [òf o(Ek

From energy conservation arguments, E

[ òf o 
( Ek ,),/òEk ,] by [ òro ( eu ) /ònn J .

*)rt(k')[r-rt(k)]
l,tt(k) t'-rt(k,) r v

++
)+t-(k)f -(k')

lr
tòt-iòtl-- = Lw(kl

Er)r kr t

-w(k'+

+lç

+lç

ka) represents the transition probability from a

a k * state. From assumption 3, this probability
the sum of the transition probabilities due to

w(k'+, kr) = (zr/Ttl2l Ð lv( k, -k);sfJ( k, -k)12ô(err-"1 )

Let *O denote the number of Mn ions. Àlso, let the

probability that Sf takes on a value of m be given by w*t,

the + and - representing spin up and spin down electrons

respectiveJ-y. Then, the summation over n can be replaced by

a summation over m.

w(k' + n.) = (2r/Tt¡t',?ir;lv(x-k, );mJ(k-k, ll2Atnr-ELJ ß^/2)

The above summation is taken over m from S to -S and over wfr

and w*. The inverse probability is given by the same

expression. Using I

VI

+
f-(k'

) /òn lk'
) /ònn J

k,= Ek, one can replace
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¿¿aÀf'(k') [t-f'(k) ]-t'(k) tr-f-(k') l

= êOt,un) iòro(no)/ònol to*-kil

Substituting this result, along with VI, into V gives

+
[ òr =/òt 1r" = t 

(2rNo/2rt*]lpt*-tlvt r-k, )rmr ( k-k, )12

iô{ un-"n,i€Qt (E 
k) t òro (Ek ) /òEkl t kx-kil

Replacing the summation over k'

assuming v(k,k') = v[2ksin(t/2)),

only electrons at the Fermi

conduction).

integrat ion and

k--(1-cosû) (since
It

take part in

by an

kx-ki =

surface

tòrt/òr1"" = (z¡r/ñN2) {N o/z)âÖt(no ) tòro (Eo )/ònoJ
* ft/B,r3) ( t/2) eu/n21"'r.*Ð**t

" [[làí',lvtzns in(t/z) ]+mrIzns ¡n(t/Ð]12
*ô(gk-uk,) ( 1-cosû )sinûdendûd+

= (r / qzrl) ( NÀ,/N , ,ïf ) ( 2W¡ z,f'Ëli*e

* [ òro ( uL ) /ònn ]Q -t E k)¿ wm-

\ (t /2,/ itt zrs i n (t/2) l+m; I zt<s ín (t/Ð 112

x( l-cosû )sinûdû

The inelastic part of tòtf¿¡laO", arises from the process

which is accompanied by a change of the spin direction. When

dealing with this inelastic contribution, [òt*7òt1r* and

[òf-/¿t1r* must be treated separately. In terms of

t rans i t i on probab i I i t i es ,

[òt*/òt1r* = Iw(k'* k+)f -(k')t1-f +(k)]

-w(k*+ k:) f +(k) [1-f -(k' ) ]
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whe re

+w- f
m+1

Substituting this

t òt 
*/òt 

1 ,*

w(k!+ k*) = W(k+' kl) = (zr/E) (No/zN2)

,.ÐÏ s ( s+I ) -m (m+t I lwi¿lek*Eq

, '¿l; ( t<'-r )l

-fr )
kr

-(n ) l
k'

o( ru 
,) /r-f o( "n 

) l

i

Eg = gltH , the energy by which the Mn spin system'changes

due to the change of the É component of spin in the magnetic

field H g is the g factor of the Mn ion while ¡¿ is the

Bohr magneton. Upon substitution,

tòt +/òt 1r* = (m+

(m+

m+1

1)]

1) ]

It can easily be shown, using I, that

-r 
2 +

Ð {t z ¡r/E) (N- /2N 2l 
l¿ ( k'-k )l Ðß ( s+t ) -m

[i( A' m

*T.rô(nu+en-en,)f -(k') [ 1-f +(k) 
]

â I lcñ-

- (2r/ñ) (Ho,/zN') l,:(k' -k)l L{s(s+t)-m
m

***ô(no+nn-no,)f +(k) [ r-r]ìr') f ]
\zr/ñ) (No,/zN 2l lt ( k' -x ll'I ts (s+r ) -m(

*ô(e, +E--E ){ wJf -(k' )[1-f+(k) ]K V kt m+l
+

-w;f "(k) [1-f -(k') ] ]

)]

-(n 
)

k'
Ir-r+{en) I - **tr*(un) tr-r

= *åtòro(eo)/ònnJt r-r
* {Cr*Ö +{ no ) -kiÞ-( Ek,)

resul t
2

= Ð( zr/yt) (N,,/2N2) l.¡ t n' -k )l-Ðt[r,r*:. ) -m(m+r )
kt ¡t m
*ô ( no+nq-"k,) w,nl[ òro ( no ) /òn ol
*[ 1-fo(Ek,) /r-fo(Ek) ]

* fC¡<*0*,rn) -k;0-(Ek,) i
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Replacing the summation over k' by an integration (assuming

k-k' = k(]-cosû) and J(k'-k) = l2ksinft/z)l.due to the fact
that onLy electrons at the Fermi surface take part in

conduction)

tòt*/òrlr* = (v/e r fl.IrzTr/n) (No,/zN2) l;[ 2ks in@/Ð]12

ç ¡s ( s+r ) -rn(m+1 ) Ì ô(nu+nn-nn,)w j
*[òro(nn)/òno1 tr-ro (rL,\ /t 

_fo(Ek) 
] o*ê

*[ 0*("0)-cost f- {no,) ,::;,"trû dk'dûdÖ

(r/a¡rh) (No/N) (v/H') (zt"r/Yr") o" C
* Els ( s+r ) -m (m+1) Ìw j
.Tvrfil¡rzks inrct)nl2
*[òto(Elr) /òn n) J ir-fo("1 ) (,:-ro(nn) J

* { 0*(E¡.) -cosû Q-(no,) t^"_ilnû dno gt
0/+rn) (uo/H) N(,f;) (zu/n')"k*€
* tlto (n 

o) /ònu f rn? { s ( s*r ) -m(m+1 ) }
+*w;[1-f 

o(nn+nn) /L-to(Ek) ]

* 0/z{ tr I zxs in.r,/z) ]12

*{ Ô*("k)-"osû Q ("n) }sinûdû

Ã/4nñ) (NÀ/N) (v/¡¡ ) \zu/n')"'o*€
* [ òro(Er. ) /òE-,;;Ì ïr, r*,- ) -m (m+1 ) ]

+**;t 1- fo ( n 
n+nn) /r- to( 

"n 
)^l

*{ Q/21[n Izns in(û/z) ]lz.inûdû þ*{no)
-(r/2{íu zrs in(t/z) ll2"ososinûao {-ienl }

I f one assumes the electrons

Fermi-Dirac distribution then

to possess an equiLibriurn
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[1-f o(E k+Eg) /r-fo(no) J

= { r- ( expIo o+nn-er,/^. ]]rt
*[ 1-( explEk-EF/Kt]+1 ) l

= { expIEk+Eq-EF /Kt) t 
_,.

* { expIE 
k+Eg-EF,/nt_]+r ]

*[ explEk-EF,/Kr] ]'
*[ explE¡n.,/t<tJ+1 ]

= exptnn/ntJ { explEk-EF/Ktl+1
* [ exp[ 

" r*udu, /Rt]+I i

-1
)]
-1

Thus ,

[òr 
*7òt 1r* = (r/arñ.) (Ho,/N 

' "rly) 
(zu/nzl"o*Ê

. t Ito(n u) /ònnluoÌ is ( s*r ) -m(m+1 ) ]
+**ru*nIenlrct i { exp[ (no-nr) /xt]+t ]

* { exP[ (rn+nn-n 
F),/Kt ] +1 l-1

x{ (r/Ð[ lrtzr.ri n(t/2) ]l2rinûdt $*{en)
- Ã/2f ir I zxs ín(t/z) ]l2"oso.in€dû $-tn ol

Sirnilarly, it can be shov¡n that

t òt -i òt ir* = (t/+rE) (Ho/w I tvly) (zu/nz r"i* C

.,lto ( nn ) /òn nl 
un Ìit ( s+t ) -m (m+1 ) Ì

"w;{ exp[ ( n o-er),/ttt ] +r ]
* { exp[ ( e n-nn-e, ) /nt 1*r 

^f 
I

* t e/zlf l.:[2ks inß/2) fl 

"inûdû 
þ-tnul

'(t/2{ itl zts inft/z) ]l2"oro=inodû þ*innl
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Substituting [òtt/òt1rr, iòt*7¿¡Jr* and tòt 7'òt1r* into the

Boltzman equation (putting E k = tr) gives two simultaneous

equations to, þt{"r). The first is

l r,l,",îr]ratul (hkx/M)eE + ur::o) (NA,/N) (v/N ) (zu/nz)'/'
.n.i*e1aro(EF)/òEr: 0*tn.)ç **t .)

* (I/2lJ lv[ z¡<s ín(t/2) ] -mJ I zls ¡n(t/z) Jl

*( 1-cosû )sintdû
+ (r/arñ) (Ho,/x )rN/w) (zu/nzf"u*€
* [ òro(Er) /òar]"uÇls t s+l ) -m(m+l ) ]

*w*{ 2expleo,/tttJ } t explEo,/Ktl+1 }-1
* [ o/Ð[lrirn= inft/zr^ll2rinrao {*{n.)
-Q/zrlit[zts in(t/z) ]l2"orsrinûdû $-tnrl ]

=Q

Or,

where

(he,/¡t) + (t/4nl (NA,/N) (v/H) (2u/n') ni
(=-t +.1?{s(s+r)-m(m+I) }t^lmt 2exptnn/ntJ }

*[ explnn,/ntì+r |tf A+*(nu)-nQ-(nr) ]

., 
Få,*;o-rÐi*iu.D*frc ìQ.,"r)) = o

(v/H ) (zu/n'f"r{'

A

B=

= e/2rIlt[znsin(û/z) ]ì

(t/2Úr I zrs ínft/zr ]12"

2
s inûdû

osûs inûdû

D=A-B

r = tt/zl fU zt<s in(t/2) lvt zksin (fr/2) I ( 1-cosû) sinûdû
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c = (r/2rí1"[ 2ks ín(t/zl ]l 
2t 

r-cosû)sinûdû

(ñe,/u) + (r/arñ) (No/r.r) (v/H ) (zu/n'l"r]/'
.{ 

?ït ( s+t ) -m (m+l l f qtf 2expI nn/xt) ]
*{ 1+exptnn,/r<tl ilt a0-(nr)-Bö*(EF) l

+ iÐ*z*joi'ì**fr..Ð*fro l0-,ur,l = o

Solving these two equations ror t{*{er)*Þ-(ualil gives

t$*{nu)*Ö {nu) f 
1 

= -(ti/BreE2) {No,zlr) (v/N ) (zu/n'f"r'{'
* {zc*or ÐåTr*-Eîr(s+r)-m(m+r) i

!ml¡rm**;{ t;.:l(nn,znt) } , _r^ *t 4F' ( 
à mw* )' I I zc*D)' or'*;

+ (A+s )Lls ( s+t ) -m(m+1 ) ]

*w*t[ rTtunr,(nnlnt ) ] l-1 ]

SimilarIy, the second is given by

WORKING FORM OF THE RESISTIVITY EQUÀTION1.9

The equation for the anomalous

manganese doped platinum samples was

given by the expression

THE

res i st ivi ty
prev i ously

in dilute
found to be

G?/ zti"r+* ( r, ) *0 -( er) )-1

ft,

p = -(sr2/elln/tt!=l

Making the substitution for l0*(rr)*Ö-(er)
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p = (3 n/4) (u/e2) (l,/hB,)
++r

I--:- ^*ot Ðì2w5I{s(s+r
mtrtm

+_**;t 1+ranh(EnlKr )

* [ 2c*DÐ;2*å* tA+B )
m+*w;[ 1+tanh ( en,/ttt )

(v,/N) (No/Nl 
{ zc

)-m(m+I) ]
!

n-l- IÌ I - 4(Ð;wÏfr2
+m¡¡t

Ðls (s+r ) -m(m+r ) ]m _r \Ì l'l
,

Às can be seen from its definition, the coefficient G arises

from the purely spin-independant interaction (due to its
independance of ;); D, À and B, on the other hand, come from

the purely spin-dependant'interaction. The coefficient F is
a result of the cross term of the two interactions.

If J(k,k') and V(k,k') are assumed to be isotropic
independant of k and k' the coefficients A, B, D, F and G

can all be simplified. For instance,

A = (r/z{ lal zns ín(t/z) f l2r inûdû

= G/21r2 ftinûdû,"
= -(r/2)t?cost /
=J2 o

Similarly, it can be shown that in the isotropic limit,

B=Q

D=J2

F=VJ

G =v2
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Experimentally, it has been found that, in the presence

of an external magnetic fieId, the total magneLízation of

the Mn spins vanish, these spins tending to order

antiferromagnetically. Thus, lî*fr = 0. with these two

s impl i f icat ions,

p(H,r) = P(o,t)
(3r/+) @/e2) (r/neo) (v/N) (No,/H)

* {zv2*.r"Fir"f.iir (s+l )]*(**r l rwfrr }
(3r/a) (u/ez) (t/nnr)jvZN) (No/N)

*[ 2r2*rtrEit*fr.tË15*rlwi
-tår*'*-çå," l
(3r/a) (u/e2) {r,znnr)
* [ zv?*r2st s*r lDij
(3r/at @/e2) tt/nnu)
*[ zv2+z¿2s(s+r) ]

(v,i¡l ) (lto,/N )

l

(v/¡¡) (wo,/H)

In the presence of an external field H, all the Mn spins

tend to align, the probability W* that m takes on a value of

S or -S being one. Thus,

p(u,t) = (3 r/a) (u/e2) {r/nnr) (v/H) (No/N I lzvz
+Jzl zs2+2s{1+ranh(nnlnt) i I - tes2v2¿2

*[ zv2+zs?¡2*2¿2sIr*iunh(Eq,/Kr) ] ft ]

Measurements of Ap(H,t) = p(0,t)-p(H,t) were made on the

Iute Pt-Mn samples. Theoretically, this quantity is givendi

by
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AP(H,r) = p(o,t)-p(H,t)
(sr/+) @/e2) (t/nø.) (v,zN) (NÀ/N)

*[ zv2*z¿2s2*z¿2s ]

- (3r/+) @/e2) (t/ns,") (v,/N) (NA,/N)

*[ 2v2+2J2s2*2¿2s*z¿2s ranh(nnlnt)

-Bs2v 2¿2{v2*s2t2*,12s+J2s tanhtnn/nt I } 
1 

l

= (sr/z) (u/ez) e/nau) (v,/N) (No/ru)

x[ -.t2s tanh Gr/xt)*Ev2¿2s2
* ¡v2+J2s2*¡2s*t2s tanh(Eq,/Kt )

This is the working form of the equation for the anomalous
Iresistance of dilute manganese doped platinum. It states

that the difference between the al1oy resistivity measured

in zero field and that in an applied field H is a unique

funct ion of H/t ( assuming latt ice resi st ivity i s not

affected by the applied field and is therefore subtracted

out of ô P(H, t) ) .

X

llr



Chapter I I

EXPERIMENTÀL

2.r INTRODUCTiON

The resistivity, âs a function of temperature, of dilute
rnanganese doped platinum samples was determined using a

multi-step method which involved both direct and alternating
current measurements. Resistances were found by measuring

the voltage drop across a sample carrying a known fixed

current. The form factor (cross-sectional area to Iength

ratio) of each specimen was measured and used along with

these resistances Lo calculate the actual resistivity
values.

p = p (e/r,)

where p is the resistivity, R the resistance, A the

cross-sectional area and L the length of the sampl-e. The

actual voltage drop at 4.2R of each sample v¡as f ound using a

standard four probe direct current technique? Smaff changes

in sample voltage, due to the variation of temperature, \.¡ere
i

monitored using an AC difference method; when used in

- 39
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conjunction with the DC measurements, exact absolute voltage

drops, at aIl temperatures of interest, could be calculated.

Specimens were mounted in the core of a superconducting

magnet so as to enable one to study the effect of a magnetic

field on resistivity.

2.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION

l'leasurements were made on four sarnples of platinum, one

pure, the other three containing manganese impurities of

concentration .05, .10 and .15 atomic percent. These samples

were prepared by melting together appropriate amounts of

pure platinum ( 99.9999 eo pure spectroscopy grade wire

supplied by Leico Industries N.Y. and manufactured by Samue1

Cohen and Co.) and manganese (99.99 ? pure flake produced by

Johnson-Matthey U.K.) in an argon arc furnace; this furnace

was equipped with a water cooled copper hearth. To ensure

homogeneity, the samples were inverted and remelted several

times. Melting loses v¡ere negligibly sma11. The ensuing

button-shaped alloys (approx. weight being 5 grams) were

then cold rolIed between Melinex sheets (so as to prevent

contamination of samples by the rollers) and cut into long,

thin specimens (sample lengths ivere approximately 10 cms.;

typical values for width and thickness were .2 cms. and .02
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cms. respectively). Because of their dilute nature, the

Pt-Ì'1n sampres were assumed to possess a lattice spacing and

crystal structure ( f.c.c. ) identicaÌ to that of pure pt.

Justification of this is provided in the phase diagram of
10

f igure 9. smarr form factors (cross-sectional area to length

ratios) were used so as to yierd convenient resistance
values (of the order of .001 O ). The final steps in the

preparation process invo-ì.ved etching the samples in an acid
mixture (r part nitric acid, 3 parts hydrochroric acid and 1

part water) to remove any surface contamination and their
exposure to a strain reLieving annear at zx10 6**. of Hg and

SlloC for 25.5 hours.

2.3 RESISTANCE MEÀSUREMENTS

As mentioned above, both Ac and DC measurements were

utilized in determining the voltage drop across a particular
sample at a number of different temperatures. The former

technique proves to be more accurate in deterrnining smarl

voltage differences. À single frequency alternating current
(zl hz.) from a Generar Radio 1311-A audio oscirrator is sent

through both the sampre under observation and a series

'¡tì*3

11ù r '.
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lock-in amplifier (Princeton Àpplied Research model

HR-8) tuned to the driving frequency of the osciltator and

monitored (via a ll0V.output from the lock-in amplifier);
because of the variable nature of the series resistance

used, this difference can be kept small. The variation of

thi.s signal v¡ith small changes in sample temperature can

then be observed. Any smal1 current fluctuations have a

negligible effect on the system. The basic circuit used in

these measurements is shown in figure 10.

The presence of thermal emfs make the observation of

small voltage changes very difficult when using the

traditional four-terminal- DC method. However, because it is
found to be far more accurate than its counterpart when

dealing with absolute vortage measurements, such a technique

vras employed for finding the absorute voltage drop across a

sample at Iiquid helium's boiling temperature, 4.ZK (once

this vortage was known, it courd be used in conjunction with
the AC measurements to carculate absolute voltage drops at
all temperatures of interest ) . The four probe technique is
illustrated in figure 11. A Guiderine constant current
source (mode1 g77O B), stable to I part in 106, provides the

highly stable direct currenl necessary. Sample selectÍon
(sampres were simurtaneousry mounted in the apparatus and

series connected) v¡as carried out using a Guiderine low

thermal selector switch (model 9I4S AI0); it applied the

vortage drop across the sample under consideration to a
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TinsJ,ey Diesselhorst thermoelectric free potentiometer (type

3589 R) in combination with a Tinsley photocell galvanometer

amplifier (type M.S.2 458) . This potentiometer-galvanometer

unit h'as capable of reproducible measurement to 1il8 voIts.
Voltages v¡ere determined for both direct and reverse sample

current and average values were r-¡sed; such a procedure, if
carried out quickly, resulted in the cancellation of any

thermally induced voltages which might have been present due

to small temperature inhomogeneities in the samples. The

current through the doped platinum strips was determined by

measuring the voltage drop it produced across a .10 O

Guideline standard resistor (modeI 9200) connected in series

with the specimans.

)¿. CRYOGENI C EQUI PMENT

The four samples studied

conductivity copper block

homogeneity. Each platinum

knife edge supports (one at

r.¡ere insulated electrically
copper block (see figure L2).

into a canister known as the

v¡ere mounted on a high thermal

so as to ensure temperature

strip actually rested on two

each end of the sample) which

but not thermally from the

The copper bl-ock was lowered

sample space.
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Di rectly surrounding the sample space v¡as a gas

thermometer bulb. This in turn was encased by the main

vacuum space of the system and a liquid He4 bath (see figure

13). When the main vacuum space is fiLled with He4 gas at a

pressure below atmospheric, the bath is in good thermal

contact with the sarnple space, lowering the temperature of

the copper block to 4.2K. Helium is then pumped into the

sample space to a pressure above atmospheric so that it
condenses to form a liquid in direct contact with the

specimens. Once condensation is complete and the system has

stabilized, temperature could be regulated using the vacuum

system shown in figure 13. By evacuating the main vacuum

space and pumping on the liquid helium directly surrounding

the samples, temperatures below 4.2K (down to approx. lK)

could be achieved; manual regulation of the pumping speed

enabled pressure and therefore temperature stabilization.
Manometers lrere used to obtain an accurate He4 vapor

pressure reading when making measurements on all but the

Pt+.15 at. % Mn sample. Vapor pressures for the above

mentioned spec imen v¡ere determined using a Datametrics

electronic pressure sensor (type 590 Barocel). This device

gave voltage readings which v¡ere directly proportional to

the sample space pressure. These pressure values were then

converted to temperatures using standard tables.

Sample temperatures were raised above 4.2K with a small

heater.coiI wound around the copper mounting block. When

working above 4.2K, H"4 is not condensed into the sample
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space. Instead, it is fitled with gaseous He4 to a pressure

of about 200 microms of mercury. The main vacuum space (the

region between the liquid helium bath and the gas

thermometer bulb) serves to couple thermally the herium bath

and the gas thermometer-sample combination. The pressure in
this space is lowered, as one moves up in temperature (at

first a rotary pump is used intermitently; at higher

temperatures, a rotary pump-di f fusion pump system in
continual operation is utilized) so as to Iessen the

coupling between samples and bath and thereby assist in

warming. The contact between samples and bath is variable,
depending upon the closeness to complete evacuation of the

main vacuum space; lhe less gas this space contains, the

lesser the coupling. This variable contact could allow one

to decrease the sarnple temperature by small amounts. Small

increases in sample temperature v¡ere achieved using an AC

phase sensitive Wheatstone bridge, one of its arms being a

100 O ÀIlen Bradly carbon resistor in thermal contact with

the mounting block ( its resistance varied approximately

logarithmically with temperature - see figure 14). The

bridge was balanced for a certain desired temperature (ie.
for the carbon resistor resistance corresponding to the

temperature under consideration). Any variation of

temperature, and hence resistance, from this setting led to
a rectified output current from the bridge. This output was

then fed into the heater coil so as to bring the temperature
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back up to the desired leve]. A schematic of the system is
shown in figure 15. Temperatures above 4.2K were measured

using a nonlinear gas thermometer, its bulb surrounding the

sample space. À stainless steel capillary tube connected

thi s bulb to the vacuum system and Ï^lallace and Tierman

pressure gauge. Before the samples are lowered to Iiquid
helium temperature, the gas thermometer system is pumped out

and then backfilled with He gas at 77K to a pressure of

about 75 inches of waLer. The pressure of the sampJ-e space,

the main vacuum space and the helium bath can be

individually monitored and controlled. A liquid nitrogen

dewar placed outside the helium dewar increases the cooJ-ing

efficiency of the system. Rather than being responsible for

lowering the temperature of the system from room temperature

to 4.2K, the helium bath in such a set up is only required

to lower the temperature below 77R.

2.5 FORM FACTOR

The

as to
These

using

glven

form factors of the platinum

enable the conversion of resi

cross-sectional area to length

a technique described by Loram.

by

samples \,¡ere needed so

stance to resistivity.
rat ios v¡ere determined

The form factor F is

F=A/L
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where A is the cross-sectional area and L is the length of

the sample over which the voltage drop was taken (ttre

knife-edge supports $rere used for voltage tap-off points;

hence, L is the distance between the knife-edge supports

used to mount each sample). Multiplying the right side of

the above equation by l/I where I is the total length of the

sample, one finds

F =eI/r.L=v/û=u/or.I

M being the mass of the sample, V its volume and D its
density. This is the working form of the equation. Both L

and I were measured using a travelling microscope; in each

instance, a number of readings vrere made and averages taken.

The density of aII samples v¡ere taken to be that of pure

platinum, 2!.47 g/nt3. Hence, measurements of L, I and M

enabled one to find F.
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DI SCUSSiON

As mentioned previously, the resistivity vs. temperature

curves of Pt+.05 at.% Mn, Pt+.10 at.% Mn and Pt+.15 at.% Mn

samples v¡ere determined in an indirect fashion in each of

five different magnetic field strengths (0, 12.5, 25,50 and

75 Oe.). A pure platinum specimen was studied in zeto fie1d.
Using ÀC techniques, relative sample voltages (relative to a

value assigned to that sample, oñ the basis of convenience

and not reflecting its true magnitude, ât 4.2R) at a large

number of cl-osely spaced temperature points could be

measured. The technique used enabled the accurate detection
and determination of very small voltage changes, 10-9voIts

being the reasonable Iimit. Measurements were taken between

IK and 10K, the step size ranging from.35 to .01K depending

on the region of the voltage-temperature curve. À plot of a

typical set of relative sample voltage vs. temperature data

is shown in figure 16.

An accurate determination of the voltage drop across each

sample, ât 4.2K and in zeto field, was made using a DC four

probe technique. Ohm's Law v¡as then utilized to convert

these 4.2K voltages to resistances. Àfter measuring sample

-55
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form factors, the resistivity at 4.2R of each specimen coul-d

be calculated. Table I I i sts the sampJ-e current , the

voltage drops, rêsistances and resistivities at 4.2K, âs

welI as the form factors, of each plat inum spec imen.

Figures I7, 18 and 19 are relative sample voltage vs.

magnetic field curves, taken at 4 .2R, for the three

platinum-manganese aIloys. If a specimen's 4.2R voltage is

known in zero field, then, by using these graphs, it can be

determined for any magnetic field strength. Table 2 gives

the 4.2R nonzero field data util-ized in the anatysis.

From the ÀC and DC measurements, accurate resistivity

values for each temperature sampling point were calculated;

five sets of temperature vs. resistivity data p(H,t), one

for each field strength, were obtained for all three a11oys.

Figure 20 shows plots of these data sets. As mentioned

previously, resistivity measurements were carried out on the

pure platinum sampJ-e in zeÊo f ield onIy. The resistivity

vs. temperature curve for this specimen is shown in figure

2r. F igure 22 shows the same res i st iv i ty data pJ-otted

against temperature squared. The result, at Iow temperature,

is a linear curve with a 0K resistiviÈy of .04515 ¡,rQcms and

.2 -'a t- coefficient of 20.6 pOcmsxÍSimilar measurements carried

out by Uher, Lee and ¡u"stt.u to a 0K resistivity of .00177

pQcms and a t2 coef f icient of 15.4 pSl.*sx.2

Figures 23, 24 and 25 show plots of AP(O,t) = PALLoy(0,t)

ppt(0,t) vs. temperature for the three dif ferent altoy
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three curves

exhibit a logarithmic dependance. However, such a behavior

does not follow from the theoret ica] resistivity expression

derived by Yosida. This is due to the fact that Yosida's

calculat ion uses only the f i rst Born approximat ion,

transition probabilities being carried out to f irst order.

Unfortunately, such first order approximations prove to be

insufficient at low temperatures in zeto fieId. Third order

terms in the transition probabilities become significant,
leading to a logarithmic term in the resistivity expression.

This is responsible for the log dependance exhibited in the

data shown The dotted lines represent the assumed form of

the curves after the logarithmic term has been eliminated.

From these graphs, the magnitude of the log terms can be

determined. Once this is done, it can be subtracted from the

zero field resistivity data. This correction must be made so

as to be consistent with theoretical calculations. The

logarithmic term is assumed quenched at higher temperatures

and in a field, both inhibiting this logrithmic variation.

Table 3 gives the logarithmic slope as well as the 0K

magnitude of this so calIed Kondo effect for alI three

impur ity concentrat ions.

The quantity APMÀc, defined by

^"oo 
= PALL'T(o't) - 

'o""o"(H't)
was then calculated. ,Here, H represents the magnetic field
strength, it being a constant of magnitude 12.5, 25, 50 or
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The

TABLE 3

"Kondo ef fect" parameters

SÀMPLE LOGRI THMI C

SLOPE

OK

MÀGNI TUDE

Pt+.05 at.% Mn ,00061

¡rOcms.

.00036
p O cms.

Pt+.10 at.t Mn .00161

¡.r O cms.

.00096

¡r O cms.

Pt+.15 at.% Mn .002r2

¡r O cms.

.00135

¡r O cms
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75 oe. The resufting three sets of Ap*c data, one set for
each impurity concentration, are graphed as functions of H/t
in figures 26,27 and 28. Each data set is composed of four
curves, corresponding to the four different values of H.

These pl-ots show quite crearly that the resistivity data is
not a unique function of H/t. this is due to the fact that
the normal Kohler magnetoresistance Ap--(H,t) has not been

accounted forg ,ni, contribution to ,"lrstivity arises from

the bending of the conduction electrons from a straight rine
path (paraI1el to the electric field within the sample) by

the applied magnetic field which tends to push the electrons
in a direction perpendicuLar to their motion. rL is assumed

that the Kohler t"r*B"un be expressed as

APK(H,t) = fI
'o""o"(t) 'H l

,o""o"(a) being the total a1loy resistivity at a temperature

t. since all A o*o curves represent data collected in a

fixed field and since the fractionar change in sample

resistivity over the range measurements were taken was

small, the Kohler resistance can be assumed to be a constant
for the data taken in one fierd (ie. the Kohrer term is a

constant f or each A o*o curve). Thus, subtracting the Kohrer

term from each resistivity curve shifts the entire curve by

a fixed amount. It is assumed that correcting for the Kohrer

magnetoresistance shif ts the a p*c data taken in ar1

di f f erent f ierds so as to f orm one cont inuous 
"rr.r".t Hence,
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a fixed resistivity increment is subtracted from aLI the

data measured in the 25,50 and 75 Oe. fields so as to shift
all three curves into forming a continuous curve containing
the 12.5 oe. data. The Kohler correction faclors for the

12.5 Oe. data cannot be estimated and the true zero of the

data determined using this approach. Instead, âD initial
estimate is obtained by examining the lov¡-fiel-d, high

temperature data. In such a limit, the theoretical
expression f or A p*a reduces toB

a 
'"oc 

("

,:2s(s+t) { gs(s+t) t1-.t2s(s*r ) /vzl*z la2

where d = gltu/Rt. À plot of Ar*a("
yield a straight line; when (u/t)2 is set to ze:o,

A pMÀc(H

graphing the resistivity corresponding to the high

temperature points of the ir2.5 Oe. data vs. G/t)2 and

extrapolating the straight Iine curve to G/t)2 = 0, an

estimate of the true zero and therefore the Kohler

correct ion term f or thi s A ,*a curve can be determined.

Figure 29 illustrates this procedure. Table 4 shows the

Kohler magnetoresistances for all three samples in each

field. Figure 30, 31 and 32 show the resistivity, AP"oC ,

vs. H/L curves of each platinum-manganese specimen after the

Kohler corrections have been made.
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Kohle r

TABLE 4

magnetores i stances.

SAMPLE
KOHLER

CORR.
( 12.5 oe. )

KOHLER
CORR.

(25 oe. )

KOHLER
CORR.

(so oe.)

KOHLER
CORR.

(75 oe. )

Pt+.05
at. % Mn

.00183

g O cms.

.00703

¡¿ O cms.

.01883

¡¿ O cms.

.02873

¡r O cms

Pt+.10

at.? Mn

.00051

¡.t O cms

.00351

¡r O cms.

.01326

¡r Q cms

.02481

¡r O cms.

Pt+.15
at.? Mn

.00096

p O cms.

.00346

¡r O cms

.01363

¡¿Ocms.

.03096

¡r O cms.
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The theoretical s-d modeL expression for resistivity,

developed by Yosida (equationX), was fit to each of the

bhree AO"oo curves. The fitting procedure followed a

T2
modified least squares approach discussed by Bevington. This

fitting program allowed the parameters g, S, J and V to vary

freety until the best fit resulted. Small shifts in the zero

position of the curve were also carried out to achieve a

better fit. The fitting program is Iisted in Append. A.

Table 5 lists the parameters of the " Best Fit" curves.

Figures 33, 34 and 35 compare theoretical and experimental

curves.

Às shown by the results listed in tabl€ 5, the behavior

of Mn ions in platinum can be associated with a spin of 5/2,

that of an "isolated" Mn atom in a 3d (Mn++) configuration.

The g factor associated with these impurity ions, oD the

other hand, is slightly enhanced from its isolated atom

val-ue of 2 .00. The Mn doped plat i num, i n the three

concentrations studied, therefore constitute simple systems,

the g factor of the impurity being slightly enhanced, the

spin retaining its isolated ion value.

Measurements made on a Pt+.05 at.% Fe system by Swai-low,

wiIliams, Grassie and roru#trr"rU"U u V of .586 ev. This

value is comparable to those obtained for the

platinum-manganese samples, the .05, .10 and.15 at.%

specimens possessing v's of .576, .597 and .580 eV.

respectively. The J values for the two systems, however, do
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Parameters of

TABLE 5

the "Best Fit" curves.

SAMPLE I S J V

Pt+.05
at. % Mn

2.26 2.50 .0336

eV.

.57 6

eV.

Pt+.10
at.8 Mn

2.I7 2. 51 .0335

eV.
.597

eV.

Pt+.15
at.% Mn

2.I4 2.50 .0328

eV.

.580

eV.
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not correspond. That for Pt+.05 at.% Fe is much larger, it
being.041 eV. as compared to.0336, .0335 and.0328 eV. for

the.05, .10 and.15 at.% Mn samples.

Resistivity measurements carried out by Kleiman and
o

Williams"on Pd+.15 at.? Mn l-ed to J and V values of .019 eV.

and .50 eV. respectively. Both turn out to be considerably

smaller than that for platinum-manganese. In this
palladium-manganese system, ' both the g factor and spin S

associated with the manganese impurity ions are enhanced"

Àccording to Kleiman and wiIIiams, the g factor was

determined to be 2.44 whil-e the spin S was f ound to be 3.0.

Both Pd and Pt are complicated metals, with both s-like
and d-like conduction bands overlapping at the Fermi energy.

The s electrons have a low effective mass (vuillemin 1966)

and hence control the conductivity while the d-electrons are

heavy and relatively well localized and hence dominate the

magnetic properties (Anderson 1970). The assumed exchange

coupling between local Mn spins (S) and the Pt conduction

elecrons (of spin c ) of the form -2J5.6 leads to an

enhancement of the g factor of (Shaltiel et aI. 1964)

gsnr=9r* rturþu/s.uf,

where gf and 9" are the g factors of the Mn spin and the

conduction eLectrons respectively, and the assumption has

been made that the dominant contribution to the g-shift

comes from coupling to the d-band electrons (hence JU, and
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Ú^) since they make the largest contribution to the pauli
d

susceptibility túUI of the host. Using the measured vaLue of
'-6VU - 1.05x10 - emu/gm. (Foner et al. 1970), one obtains

1. PtFe t 9nfr. - 3.1 so ta t = +0.144 eV.

2. PtMn t 9nf,f, = 2.26 so ta t = +0. 039 eV.

Both the low value for tat and the normal bare value for S

in PtI{n compared with PtFe are guite consistent with the

k.nown properties of these systems, The latter exhibits giant

moment ferrcmagnetism at low temperatures (as expected for
an exchange enhanced spin and a large J., ) while PtMn

dl
exhibits spin-gIass behavior ( ie. unenhanced spin and a

small J.. ). Indeed the predicted effective moment ofdI

"nrr = gEFFI s(s+r) )"'= 6.69

compare weIl with the experimentally determined value of

Peff = 6.5

at Iow concentration (wasserman 1981).

In summary, these magnetoresistance data suggest that the

PtMn system is one which is well described by a normal spin

value of g = 5/2 and a small, positive g-shift. The latter
are consistent with other, weÌ1 established properties of

this system.



Àppendix À

CURVE FITTING PROGRÀM

C THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO MÀKE À LEAST-SQUÀRES FIT TO A

NONLINEAR FUNCTION WITH A LINEARIZATTON OF THE FTTTING FUNCTION.

c

C DESCRIPTION OF THE PARÀMETERS:

C X -ARRAY OF DÀTA POINTS FOR INDEPEND;NT VARIÀBLE

C Y _ARRAY OF DÀTA POINTS FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE

C NPTS -NUMBER OF PAIRS OF DATÀ POINTS

C NTERMS -NUMBER OF PÀRAMETERS

C CHÄNGE -NUMBER OF INCREMENTS REQUIRED FOR PÀRAMETERS A

C PRECI SION-

C FLAMDÀ -PROPORTION OF GRADIENT SEÀRCH INCLUDED

C YFIT -ARRAY OF CÀLCULATED VALUES OF Y

C CHISQR -REDUCED CHT SQUARE FOR FIT

c

C THE SUBROUTINES USED TN THIS PROGRAM ARE FOUND IN 'DÀTA

C REDUCTION AND ERROR ANALYSIS' BY P.R.BEVINGTON

c

C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION PROGRAMS USED:

C CURFIT -BEVINGTON PG.237-239

C FUNCTN -BEVINGTON'PG.2l-4

C FCHISQ -BEVINGTON PG.194

C FDERIV -BEVINGTON PG.242

- 102 -



C

c

c
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MÀTI NV -BEVINGTON PG.3O2-303

REAL X(150), y(150), À(10), yFIT(150), FLÀMDA, OLDCHISQR,

+CHISQR, CHANGE, TEST, SIGMAA(10), ARRAY(10,10), BB(10,10)

CHARACTER*1 ARRÀYE ( I32 ),ARRAYT( 132 )

READ(4,*) NPTS

REÀD(4,*) NTERMS

REÀD(4,*) CHÀNGE

READ(4, * ) PRECISIoN

REÀD(4,*) (e(¡),J=l,NtnRus)

DO 2 L=I,NPTS

REÀD(4,*) x(t ),y(r )

v(l)=Y(r)-.00040

2 CONTINUE

OLDCHI SQR=0.

6 FLAMDA=.001

CALL CURF I T ( ARRÀY, BB, X, Y, NPTS, NTERMS, À, CHANGE, S I GMAA, FLA¡,IDA,

+YFI T , CHI SQR )

wRITE( 9,*) (a(n),K=1,NTERMS)

wRrrE(9,200) cHrsQR

200 FoRMÀT( ' ' , 'CHTSQR=' ,814.8 )

TEST = ABS ( (OT,OCHT SQR/CHi SQR) -1)

rF (rnst.cr.PREcrsIoN) trrnH oo

OLDCHI SQR=CHI SQR

GOTO6 '

END IF
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S=À(2)

ex=a(3)

RI=. 43877+.0408O-EX

R2=2. *S+1 .

RJ=SQRT( (2. *R]*R2- .43877-SQRT( 3. st*Rt*S*R2+ .1925) ) /
+(2.769*S*R2*x2.))

V=SQRT (Rl,il . 38s-RJ*RJ*S* ( S+I . ) )

wRIIE(9,*) A(t) ,A(2) ,RJ,V,A(3)
DO 7 K=I,NPTS

YÀK= (yrrr( n) -y(x) ) *25000.

wRrrE(g, 5) x(¡r),y(n),YFrr(K),Yan

CONTINUE

FORMAT ( ", 5X,F5.2,5X,F8. 6, 5X,F8. 6, 5X,F4.1)

STOP

END

c

c

C SUBROUTINE CURFIT MAKES A LEÀST-SQUÀRES FIT TO A NONLINEAR

C FUNCTION WITH A LINEARIZATION OF THE FITTING FUNCTTON

c

c

SUBROUTINE CURFIT(ARRAY, BB,X, Y,NPTS,NTERMS,A,CHANGE, SIGMAA,

+FLAMDÀ , YFI T, CHI SQR )

DOUBLE PRECTSTON ARRAY(Hrnn¡tS,NTERMS),WnARnA( 20 ),
+BB ( NTERMS , NTERMS )

DIMENSTON X(1), y(1), À(1), SrcMÀA(1), yFIT(1)

DTMENSTON ALPHA(10,10), BETÀ(10), DERIV(10), B(10)

7

5
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11

13

II=0

NFREE=NPTS-NTERMS

IF (Nrnen) 13,13,31

CHI SQR=0

GO TO 110

EVÀLUATE ALPHÀ AND BETA MATRICES

31 DO 34 J=l,NTERMS

BETA(J)=O

DO 34 K=l,J

34 ALPHA(J,K)=O

41 DO 50 I=1,NPTS

c

c

c

46

50

51

CALL FDERIV(X, I,À,CHANGE,NTERMS,DERIV)

DO 46 J=l,NTERMS

BETA(J) =BEIE(J) + (V( T ) _FUNCTN(X, I,A) ) *OERTV(J)

DO 46 K=l,J

ALPHÀ (J, K) =ALpHA( J,tt) +OeRlV(J ) *DERIV(K)

CONTINUE

DO 53 J=l,NTERMS

DO 53 K=l,J

ALPHÀ ( ¡<,.: ) =ALPHA ( ¡, tt )

EVALUATE CHT SQUARE ÀT STÀRTING POINT

61 DO 62 I=I,NPTS

62 YFIT( I ) =FUHCTN(X, I,À)

53

c

c

c



C

C

c
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63 CHI SQi =FCHI SQ (V,NPTS,NFREE, YTII)

INVERT MODIFIED CURVATURE MATRIX TO FIND NEW PARAMETERS

71 DO 74 J=l,NTERMS

DO 73 K=l,NTERMS

7 3 ARRAY (,:, n) =ALpHÀ (J, t<) r/SQnr(ar,pHa (,:, J ) *elpua (n, n) )

7 4 ÀRRÀY (; , .l ) =1 . +FLAÌ"ÍDA

CALL MATINV(ARRÀY, NTERMS, DET)

81 DO 84 J=l,NTERMS

B(J)=e(J)

DO 84 K=I,NTERMS

84 B (J )=B(J ) +seta(n) *eRRay(J,K) /sQRT(er,pHe(J,J) *ALpHA(X, lt)

IF CHI SQUARE INCREÀSED, INCREÀSE FLÀMDA ÀND TRY AGATN

91 DO 92 I=I,NPTS

92 YFIT( I ) =FUNCTN(X, I,B)
93 CHI SQR=FCHI SQ(V,HEIS,NFREE, YFIT)

rF (cHrsQr-cHrsQR) 95, 101, 101

95 FLÀMDA=I-0. *FLAMDÀ

II=II+1
GO TO 7T

EVÀLUATE PARAMETERS

101 DO 103 J=l,NTERMS

c

c

c

c

c

c

ÀND UNCERTÀINTIES
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c

c

c

A(J)=B(J)

103 SIGMÀA(J ) =DSQRT(ARRÀY (J, J )/eIpHe (¡, ¡)
FLÀMDA=FLAMDÀ/I 0 .

110 RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE FDERIV(X, I,A, CHANGE,NTERMS,DERIV)

DTMENSTON X(1 ),e(t),OnRrV(r )

DO 18 J=l,NTERMS

R¡=A(J)

DELTA=A (.¡ ),/CHEHCE

A(J)=AJ+DELTA

YFIT=FUNCTN(X,I ,À)

A(J)=ÀJ-DELTA

DERIV(.:) = (YFIT_FUNCTN(X,I , A)) / ( Z. *ONr,tE)

A(J)=ÀJ

RETURN

END

FUNCTION FCHI SQ (V, NPTS,NFREE, YFI T)

DIMENSION Y(1 ),YFIT(1 )

11 CHISQ=0

12 rF (NrRen) 13 ,r3,20

I1

18

c

c

c
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c

c

c

13 FCHISQ=g.

co ro 40

20 DO 30 I=I,NPTS

30 CHISQ=ç¡1ISQ+(Y(I )-YFIT(I ) )**2
31 FREE=NFREE

32 FCHISQ=CHtSQ/FREE

40 RETURN

END

FUNCTTON FUNCTN(X, r ,PAR)

REAL À,8, Z,V,J,S,ESZ,T,ALFA,G,UB,HOT,KB

DIMENSION PAR(1),X(1)

A=9.23

C=.15

KB=1.380628-16

UB=9.274:-.08-21

G=PAR ( 1 )

S=PAR ( 2 )

EX=PAR ( 3 )

Rl= .43877+.0408O-EX

R2=2. *S+1.

J=SQRT( ( Z. *nt*R2-. 43|77-SORT( g. Sr*R1*S*R2 + .rg25)',) /
+ (2.7 69*S*R2**2. ) )

V=SQRT(RI/I.38s-J*J*S* (S+I. ) )

HOT=X(I )*1000.
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c

c

c

ALFA=G*UB*HOT/KB

T=TANH (X,te/2.)

ESZ= (2. *S+1 .') /2./teNu( ( z. *s+t

xx=J*J*ESZ*T

yy= ( 2*V*J*ES Z) x* z

Z=V*V+J'<J* ( S* ( S+f ) -ES Z*T )

DPHT=À*C* (XX+YY/Z)

FUNCTN=DPHT+EX

RETURN

END

. ) *arra/2. ) -r . /2. /r

SUBROUTI NE MATI NV ( ARRAY , NORDER, DET )

DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY (NONOEN,NORDER),AMAX, SÀVE

DTMENSION IK(10 ), JK(10 )

10 DET=I.

It DO 100 K=1, NORDER

AMAX=O.

2I DO 30 I=K, NORDER

DO 30 J=K, NORDER

23 rF (pess(auax) - DABS(aRRay(r,¡))) 24,24,30
24 AMAX= ARRÀY ( r ,,: )

In(K)=I

JK(K)=J

äo coNrrNUE

31 rF (e¡¿ex) ¿r,32,4I
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32 DET=O.

GO TO 140

4I i=IK(K)

rF (I-n) 2t,51,43

43 DO 50 J=1, NORDER

SAVE = ARRÀY ( It,; )

ARRAY ( n, ¡ ) =ARRÀY ( r,,¡ )

50 ARRÀY(l,J)= -SAVE

51 J=JK(K)

60

61

63

70

7t

53

r F (.r-n ) zl, 61 , 53

DO 60 I=1, NORDER

SAVE=ARRÀY(I,K)

ARRAY ( t , K ) =ARRAy ( t , ¡ )

ARRAY(f ,,f)= -SAVE

DO 70 I=1,NORDER

IF (r-X) e9,70,63

ÀRRAY( I,K¡ = -ÀRRAY( t,tt)r/auax

CONTI NUE

DO 80 I=1, NORDER

DO 80 J=1, NORDER

IF (r-n) lq,go,74

rF (.r-x) 75,90,75

ÀRRAY( I, J) =ARRAY ( l, J ) +¡,RRay( r

CONTTNUE

DO 90 J=f, NORDER

rF (.t-tt) 93,90,93

ARRÀY ( I<, J ) =ARRÀY ( K, J ),ZEUAX

74

75

80

81

,K)*ÀRRÀY(K,J)

83



1t r_

9O CONTINUE

ARRAY(x,K)=1.,/euex

100 DET=DET*AMAX

101 DO 130 L=I,NORDER

K=NORDER-L+1

;=fK(K)

IF (.r-n) rrr,111, r05

105 DO 110 I=1, NORDER

SAVE=ÀRRAY(I,K)

ARRÀY( I,K) = -ÀRRAY( t,.:)
110 ÀRRAY(r,¡)=SAVE

I11 r=JK(K)

IF (r-n) r¡0,130,113

113 DO I20 J=l,NORDER

SAVE=ARRAY(K,J)

ÀRRAY(K, J) = -ARRAY( f ,,:)
I20 ARRAY(I,J)=SAVE

130 CONTINUE

140 RETURN

END

SENTRY
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